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Abstract

Background
Athletes, soldiers, and rescue personnel must often perform intense, prolonged, and physically demanding activities while maintaining cognitive focus. As
cognitive and physical functions are believed to share central nervous system resources, their simultaneous activation can cause reciprocal disruptions in the
performance of both.

Methods
In the current study, we aimed to develop and validate a virtual reality-based experimental protocol enabling rigorous exploration of the effects of prolonged
high-load physical and cognitive efforts, by comparing novel cognitive tasks presented in the context of a simulated loaded march to a battery of established
neurocognitive tests. We then used this protocol in a pre-post pilot study exploring the effects of high-load physical and cognitive activity on physical and
cognitive performance. Twelve participants underwent a simulated 10-km loaded march on a treadmill in our virtual reality environment, with or without
integrated cognitive tasks (VR-COG). At each of three experimental visits, participants underwent pre-activity and post-activity evaluations, including the Color
Trail Test, the Synthetic Work Environment (SYNWIN) battery for multitasking evaluation, and physical tests (i.e., ‘time to exhaustion’).

Results
In general, strong or moderate correlations (r ≥ 0.58 p ≤ 0.048) were found between VR-COG scores and scores on the validated cognitive tests. Together, VR-
COG and CTT measures were able to successfully predict the effects of the combined physical and cognitive load on multitasking performance, as assessed
by SYNWIN score.

Conclusions
As virtual environments are ideal for studying high performance professional activity in realistic but controlled settings, the novel protocol is optimal for
measuring the effects of prolonged, high-load physical and cognitive activity, and can therefore contribute to our knowledge on physical-cognitive interactions.

Background
Athletes, soldiers, and rescue personnel must often perform intense, prolonged, and physically demanding activities while maintaining cognitive focus. Under
these conditions, they are required to make rapid decisions and process information from multiple sources using different sensory modalities (1, 2). These
efforts can cause signi�cant stress, leading to physical and cognitive exhaustion and, in turn, to poor performance. For example, individuals exposed to
stressful conditions can experience “perceptual narrowing”, during which inattention to perceptual cues leads them to ignore alternatives or make decisions
based on incomplete information (3).

It is commonly hypothesized that cognitive and physical functions share central nervous system resources, such that their simultaneous activation can cause
reciprocal disruptions in the performance of both (4, 5, 6). These interactions between physical and cognitive functions are particularly pertinent in the context
of military activity, due to critical rami�cations for the success of operational missions and for soldier performance and health.

In most cases, pre-post studies examine the effects of exercise on physical (7, 8, 9, 10) or cognitive (1, 11) performance separately. Some protocols involve
short acute exercise sessions (9) while others examine the effects of prolonged exercise, where fatigue comes into play (7, 8, 10, 11, 12). In one such study,
Eddy et al. evaluated the effects of load carriage and physical fatigue on cognitive performance. Participants walked for two hours with or without a load
while performing two cognitive tasks (auditory go/no-go and visual target detection). With load, performance on both cognitive tasks declined over time (12),
showing that physical load can be detrimental to cognitive performance.

Armstrong et al. recently developed a test battery to measure cognitive function in soldiers carrying various loads during long marches (13). Their preliminary
data indicate that during loaded marching, cognitive demands reduce the accuracy of soldier responses.

Apart from these �ndings, there are several voids in the existing literature on the effects of physically and cognitively strenuous activities on functioning in
both domains, and on the interactions between them. Most studies have evaluated physical effects without systematically introducing cognitive demands
(with the exception of (11)). When included, cognitive functions have generally been assessed using neurocognitive paper-and-pencil tests, rather than
mission-oriented challenges tapping a range of relevant competencies, such as executive functions. The ecological validity of these examinations is clearly
compromised, prompting further investigation of load carriage effects on cognitive and physical performance in more realistic environments, during exposure
to various stressors.

A technology-based solution well-suited to this line of research is virtual reality (VR), which has increasingly been used over the past two decades to study
human function (for review (14)) and for clinical purposes (15, 16). Large-scale VR laboratories, in particular, can potentially resolve the aforementioned
shortcomings, as they enable controlled, systematic, and repeated introduction of cognitive tasks during different degrees of physical exertion (walking on a
treadmill incorporated in the VR system). VR technology can also include adaptation of classic pencil-and-paper tests inspecting speci�c cognitive
competencies (e.g., (17)). Essentially, immersion in a realistically designed VR environment (VRE) makes it possible to study behavior under ecologically valid
conditions, with laboratory grade control.
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The primary objective of the present study was to develop and validate a VR-based experimental protocol enabling us to rigorously explore the effects of
prolonged (2 hours) high-load physical and cognitive efforts. Attempting to simulate a military mission, we systematically introduced context-related cognitive
tasks tapping the following competencies: memory, computation, navigation (i.e., spatial orientation), and object detection. Performance on these tasks was
compared to performance on ‘gold standard’ cognitive assessments. Our secondary objective was to use this system to quantify cognitive and physical
performance after a simulated loaded road march using a virtual environment. The present study can be viewed as an extension of previous study in which
physiological and cognitive effects were studied following a 10-kilometer march (11). Using the controlled VR environment, we were able to separate out the
relative contribution of cognitive load during pre-mission physical activity on physical and cognitive readiness for action immediately following the activity.

We hypothesized that VR-based cognitive tasks presented during the march would correlate with previously validated cognitive tests, and that both physical
and cognitive capabilities would be affected to a greater extent after joint exposure to physical and cognitive efforts than after exposure to physical effort
alone.

Methods
The study was conducted at the Heller Institute of Medical Research (The Institute for Military Physiology) and the Center of Advanced Technologies in
Rehabilitation (CATR), both located at the Sheba Medical Center in Israel.

Rationale
The study was primarily designed to assess the feasibility of a VR environment-based protocol that simultaneously exposes participants to physical and
cognitive demands. While the protocol includes several novel elements, the focus was on comparing new cognitive tasks presented in the context of simulated
loaded military missions to conventional, validated cognitive tests (primary objective). We also conducted a pilot study to assess the effects of cognitive load
during a strenuous simulated 2 hour march (pre-mission effort) on physical and cognitive performance after the exposure (secondary objective). We used a
crossover trial design, with participants undergoing three activity sessions in random order, each comprising one of the following conditions: simultaneous
physical and cognitive load (Phys+Cog condition), physical load only (Phys condition), and rest. For our primary objective, the outcome measure was
correlation between the new VR-based cognitive tasks (during the Phys+Cog condition; see Protocol below) and a cognitive testing battery presented prior to
and following the Phys+Cog condition. For the secondary objective, we conducted a within-subject pre-post comparison to determine the effects of the activity
conditions on physical and cognitive performance.  

Participants
Twelve healthy civilians were recruited in accordance with the following inclusion criteria: 1) male; 2) 21-30 years old; 3) served in a combat position in the
military, during which they experienced loaded marches; 4) self-declared ability to endure 10-km forced walking while carrying a substantial load in a
backpack; 5) above average aerobic ability (maximal oxygen uptake, VO2max, above 42.4 ml/kg/min; (18)). Exclusion criteria included any orthopedic or other
health issues. Mean (±SD) values of the demographic variables for included participants were as follows: age 23.9±2.0 years; weight 72.0±7.5 kg; height
170±5 cm; BMI 24.9±1.8 kg/m2; VO2max 58.3±7.9 ml/kg/min.

Participants were informed about the study's purpose and possible risks. Their �nal inclusion in the study was subject to medical clearance by the study's
physician and signing of an informed consent form. The study was approved by the Human Use Committee of the Sheba Medical Center (SMC-2664-15) and
by the Medical Corps (IDF- 1526-15).

Apparatus
We used the Computer Assisted Rehabilitation Environment (CAREN; Motek Medical©, Amsterdam, the Netherlands) high-end system. The system consists of
a moveable platform (3m diameter) with six degrees of freedom of movement (translations and rotations). A dual-belt instrumented treadmill is embedded
within the platform. This installation is placed in a dome-shaped space. A virtual visual scene is projected on the interior surface of the dome using eight
projectors, creating a 360° visual display that provides a sensation of full immersion and visual depth perception. A surround sound system provides auditory
stimuli congruent with the scenery. The visual �ow is synchronized with the speed of the treadmill (Figure 1).

Protocol
First, each participant was invited to a preparatory visit, during which his height and weight were recorded, backpack size and weight were adjusted (see
Supplementary File 1, Section 1), and a VO2max test was performed (see Supplementary File 1, Section 2 for test description). Height (cm) was measured
using a stadiometer (ADE, Germany; result ±1 cm), and body mass (kg) was measured using an electronic �at scale (SECA, 803 model, Germany; result
±100g). VO2max (ml/kg/min) was measured using a continuous uphill stepwise treadmill-modi�ed Bruce protocol (19). During the VO2max test, we recorded

heart rate (HR; bpm) using the Polar RS800CX heart rate monitor (Polar®, Finland). In addition, participants were familiarized with one of the baseline cognitive
evaluations (SYNWIN battery, see below); they repeated the test �ve times with 5-minute breaks between consecutive tests. Then, as noted above, participants
attended three separate activity visits, undergoing one the following protocols in each (in random order): Phys+Cog, Phys only, and rest. The physical
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component was a 10 km treadmill march (see details below). During the rest visit, participants sat in a room for 2 hours, during which they were exposed only
to non-demanding activities such as reading a book. The time interval between visits ranged from 7 to 14 days, based on participant availability.

Each visit included the following components: a. baseline (pre-activity) assessment (see details below); b. exposure to two hours of activity/rest; and c. post-
activity assessment (see details below). The pre-activity assessment included cognitive evaluation only, and the post-activity assessment included cognitive
and physical evaluations. During each visit, the participants' heart rate was continuously monitored using a Polar RS800 watch with chest belt (Polar Electro,
Finland), which measured the R-R time intervals.

March Settings

Participants were asked to arrive to each visit in shoes and clothing suitable for athletic activity. By combining treadmill operation pro�les (speed and
inclinations) with congruent visual �ow speed, we simulated a 10 km march at a speed of 5 km/h and 1.15° slope (2% grade) in hilly Mediterranean terrain
with nearby and distant villages (Figure 1; see also video in Supplementary File 2). To simulate diverse terrain, every 20 minutes the treadmill slope increased
to 3.4° (6% grade) for 5 minutes and then returned to the original slope. The duration of the march was exactly 2 hours. This is similar to the march settings
used in previous research (11).

Participants were secured to the system in a manner that did not limit their mobility or cause discomfort (see Figure 1 and video in Supplementary File 2).
They walked while carrying a backpack weighing 30% of their body weight.

In the Phys+Cog condition, participants also carried a two-way radio transceiver (walkie-talkie). Participants also had access to a drinking bag containing cold
water, which was placed near the treadmill and not carried.

Context-related cognitive tasks during the march

In the Phys+Cog condition, participants performed cognitive tasks that simulated military tasks while marching, including: navigating, detecting and reporting
“enemy forces” and static and dynamic objects of interest, and memorizing the status of allied forces to which they were exposed via ongoing radio
transmission.

Navigation

Prior to marching, participants memorized for two minutes the navigation route based on a map simulating aerial photos of the environment (Figure 2A).
Though the map was available for use during the march, they were encouraged to rely on memory as much as possible and were noti�ed that they would be
scored accordingly. The route consisted of a number of straight walking intervals of different lengths, separated by 90° left and right turning points. The
turning points were marked with noticeable landmarks, e.g., wells, road boards and old barrels, etc. These landmarks were also indicated on the map (Figure
2B).

Navigation was conducted by choosing a direction to turn (left or right) once a landmark was identi�ed (total of �ve navigation decision points). The signal to
turn was given by pointing a stick with a re�ective marker attached to it, which was captured by a motion capture system (Vicon, Oxford, UK; sampling rate
120 Hz). Immediately after the participant pointed to one direction, the visual scenery rotated accordingly to create the illusion of turning. If a participant chose
wrong, the visual scenery rotated by 180 after 10 seconds and the participant was informed of his mistake. Feedback was consistently provided using these
methods to prevent a cumulative effect from previous mistakes (see the VR-based navigation process in the video in Supplementary File 2). Scoring: each
navigation decision was given a score of 1 (correct decision) or 0 (incorrect decision/did not identify the turn/looked at the map), such that total score could
range from 0 to 5.

This task primarily involved the following three cognitive functions (20)

(1) Visual and spatial memory – to memorize which land mark is associated with which turning direction.  

(2) Attention and visuospatial skill – to continuously scan the changing VRE in search of memorized landmarks.

(3) Spatial orientation – to compare real landmarks to symbolic landmarks presented on the map, a cognitive task requiring spatial orientation and two
dimensional to three dimensional translation.  

Detection and reporting of visual elements (‘visual’)

Prior to the march, participants were informed that while they were walking, different objects would appear in the environment (“in the sky and on the sides of
the road”), such as �ghter jets, armored �ghting vehicles (tanks), steel �gure targets (simulating hostile combatants), and villages (see Figure 3 and video in
Supplementary File 3 for visual examples). Participants were instructed to identify these objects and memorize speci�c information about them, such as the
number and �ight direction of jets (see explanation on VR compass below), the number of �gure targets or armored �ghting vehicles and the side on which
they appeared, the number of turrets in the villages and the side of the terrain in which they appeared. To avoid misidenti�cation, participants were shown
pictures of the target objects prior to the march. Fighter jets were accompanied by a compass rose (projected on the screen in the participant’s walking
direction), making it easier for participants to identify their �ying direction. In addition, to alert participants that jets would be passing and to improve
immersion, the jets were accompanied by actual recorded jet sounds. To evaluate participant performance of these detection tasks (in a pre-de�ned order), the
experimenter used pre-recorded questions to ask participants to report information, via the two-way radio, regarding speci�c, previously seen objects. When
reporting detection of armored vehicles and targets, participants had to indicate the side of the road on which they appeared. No feedback was provided as to
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whether responses were correct or incorrect. Scoring: each detection question was given a score of 2 (full correct), 1 (partial correct), or 0 (incorrect), such that
total score could vary between 0 and 32.

This task primarily involved the following three cognitive functions:

(1) Visual scanning – to identify all of the aforementioned elements that were not accompanied by sound.

(2) Spatial orientation – to determine the �ight direction of the �ghter jets based on the virtual compass.

(3) Short term memory (21) – to store accumulated information for a few minutes and retrieve it upon request (e.g., radio call from �eld headquarters). 

Memorizing status of other allied forces (‘Calc&Mem’) 

Participants were informed that there were three 30-soldier allied units walking in parallel to them, identi�ed as the green, blue, and red units. They were also
informed that they would occasionally be given updates (using the two-way radio) on the status of these forces. Each report included information about one
of the units, for example, “three soldiers from the red unit have been wounded and evacuated” or, “�ve new soldiers have joined the blue unit.” Periodically,
participants were asked to provide status reports regarding the current number of soldiers in each unit, requiring them to perform calculations upon receiving
the information and to memorize the updated numbers continuously throughout the march. No feedback was provided as to whether their responses were
correct or incorrect. To prevent carry-over from previous mistakes, participant reports were judged (in a post-hoc evaluation) based only on the most recent
responses.

Scoring: each report was given a score of 1 (correct report) or 0 (incorrect report), such that total score could vary between 0 and 9.

This task primarily involved the following three cognitive components (22):

(1) Working memory – to continuously store information from updates on the number of soldiers in the three different allied units and periodically retrieve it to
report current numbers. 

(2) Short-term memory – to store the accumulated information for a few minutes and retrieve it upon request (call from �eld headquarters).

(3) Mathematical calculations – to add or subtract numbers to/from an existing sum.

Pre-activity and post-activity cognitive assessments

The following validated neurocognitive tasks were administered before and after the three physical activity sessions:

(1) The color version of the Trail Making Test (TMT; (23,24,25), also known as the Color Trails Test (CTT), which assesses selective attention, visual and
perceptual tracking abilities, and working memory (23,24,25).

(2) The Synthetic Work Environment (SYNWIN) computerized test battery, which assesses short-term memory, working memory, cognitive concentration, visual
perception, multitasking, reaction time, and data processing (26). The full battery comprises four sub-tasks, presented simultaneously in a 5-minute session: a
simple memory task, an arithmetic computation task, a visual monitoring task, and an auditory monitoring task. However, in the current study, we did not use
the auditory monitoring task due to technical issues, as participants were not able to clearly hear tones produced by the software. The SYNWIN battery has
been used in past trials to investigate the effects of various tasks and environmental factors on cognitive performance (26,27,28,29,30).

To minimize learning effects while performing this battery, participants repeated the battery several times during the baseline visit. After con�rming that no
further score improvement was observed, the participant moved ahead with the protocol.  No more than 5 repetitions were required to reach this stage.

(3) A VR version of the CTT test (17), the results of which are reported elsewhere in this issue.

Post-activity physical evaluation

We used the time to exhaustion (TTE) test only in the post-activity physical assessment, after 30 minutes of rest (during which the post-activity cognitive
evaluation was conducted). The TTE [modi�ed according to (11)] is conducted using a motor-driven treadmill, as follows: after a 2-minute warm-up (5 km/h,
2% slope), the pace and inclination was increased to match the participant's anaerobic threshold intensity (calculated from the VO2max test, see
Supplementary File 1) and maintained for 15 minutes. If the participant managed to sustain this 15-minute stage continuously, the pace was kept constant
while the inclination was elevated by 2% every 4 minutes until the participant reached subjective exhaustion. While performing the TTE test, a silicone mask
was placed on the participant’s face to measure respiratory values and adjusts the intensity to match his pre-de�ned anaerobic threshold, until he completed
the �rst 15-min stage. The primary outcome of the TTE test was the maximum running time achieved.

Outcome Measures and Data Analysis
Outcome measures for the primary objective   

We evaluated the correlations between participant scores on the validated cognitive tests and their scores on the new ecological cognitive assessment
administered during the simulated march in the VR environment (VR-COG). We checked correlations with both the pre-activity and post-activity scores on the
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validated cognitive tests. We also examined potential prediction of post-activity cognitive performance based on VR-COG scores.

CTT outcome measures include Part A execution time (CTTA), which measures visual and perceptual tracking and sustained attention, and Part B execution
time (CTTB), which measures working memory, divided attention, sequencing skills, inhibitory control, and cognitive �exibility (23,31,32). To evaluate the effect
of activity, the difference between post-activity score and pre-activity score was calculated for each part of the task (ΔCTTA, ΔCTTB).

The SYNWIN produces a composite score based on performance in the three sub-tasks (a simple memory task, ‘Memory,’ an arithmetic computation task,
‘Math,’ and a visual monitoring task, ‘Visual’). To evaluate the effect of activity, the differences post-activity and pre-activity SYNWIN total and sub-task scores
were calculated (SYNWIN ΔScore, ΔMemory, ΔMath, and ΔVisual monitoring).

The VR-COG outcome measures included total score for each cognitive task (navigating, detection and reporting of static and dynamic objects, and
memorizing). A composite score was calculated based on all tasks using a weighted average (in accordance with the number of task-related questions that
were presented to the participants).

Outcomes measures for the secondary objective 

The pre-activity and post-activity cognitive and physical performance scores for all three sessions are compared and reported as preliminary data, as
customary in pilot validation studies. 

Statistical Analysis
Means ± standard deviations (SD) are presented. To address the study primary objective of validating the new VR-COG assessments, we used Pearson
correlations between the VR-COG scores and the pre-activity and post-activity cognitive assessment scores. A multiple linear regression was conducted in an
attempt to predict the SYNWIN ΔScore based on the VR-COG and pre-activity CTT scores.

To address the study secondary objective, we used a Time (pre-activity and post-activity) by Condition (three visit types) repeated measures ANOVA. Post hoc
pairwise comparisons were performed using Bonferroni correction (n = 3).

To evaluate participant fatigue in response to the different experimental conditions, a repeated measures ANOVA was used to compare time to subjective
exhaustion during the TTE running test. Post hoc pairwise comparisons were performed using Bonferroni correction (n = 3).

Pearson correlation analysis was used to assess the correlation between HR at rest and post-rest TTE score.

Statistical signi�cance level was set at α = 0.05; analyses was conducted on SPSS software (SPSS Ver. 24, IBM). 

Results

Primary objective – Validation of the new VR-COG tests
Correlations: VR-COG and CTT

Strong or medium correlations were found between three out of the four VR-COG scores (total score and sub-tasks) and at least one of the CTT component
scores (Table 1). The negative correlations are in accordance with the fact that larger CTTA and CTTB are indicative of poorer performance, which higher
scores on the VR-COG represent better performance.

VR-COG total score showed strong negative correlations with both the pre-activity and post-activity CTTA scores. VR-COG navigation score showed a strong
negative correlation with the pre-activity and post-activity CTTA scores and with the pre-activity CTTB score, as well as a strong positive correlation with ΔCTTA

(indicating an activity effect). Visual VR-COG score showed a strong negative correlation with the pre-activity and post-activity CTTA scores. VR-COG
Calc&Mem scores were not correlated with the CTT components.

Table 1
Correlation coe�cients (Pearson) between pre-activity and post-activity Color Trail Test (CTT) scores

and VR-COG scores
Task Type Pre CTTA Post CTTA ΔCTTA Pre CTTB Post CTTB ΔCTTB

Total Score -0.75** -0.70* 0.48 -0.56 -0.52 0.18

Navigation -0.84** -0.61* 0.69* -0.59* -0.32 0.45

Visual -0.61* -0.72** 0.28 -0.52 -0.57 0.08

Calc&Mem -0.55 -0.54 0.34 -0.39 -0.48 0.00

*p ≤ 0.05 (2-tailed); **p ≤ 0.001 (2-tailed); Calc&Mem calculation and memory; CTT Color Trails Test

Correlations: VR-COG and SYNWIN
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Strong or moderate positive correlations were found between all the VR-COG scores (total score and sub-tasks) and at least one of the SYNWIN component
scores (Table 2). VR-COG total score showed a strong positive correlation with the pre-activity SYNWIN total score, with the post-activity SYNWIN memory sub-
task score, and with the pre-activity SYNWIN math sub-task score. VR-COG navigation score showed a strong positive correlation with the pre-activity SYNWIN
total score and the pre-activity SYNWIN math sub-test score. VR-COG visual scores showed a moderate positive correlation with ΔVisual monitoring SYNWIN
sub-task score. VR-COG Calc&Mem score showed a strong positive correlation with the pre-activity and post-activity SYNWIN total scores, the post-activity
SYNWIN memory sub-task score, and the pre-activity and post-activity SYNWIN math sub-task score. For example, Fig. 4 shows the correlation between the
VR-COG Calc&Mem score and SYNWIN math sub-task score.

Table 2
Correlation coe�cients (Pearson) between pre-activity and post-activity Synthetic Work Environment (SYNWIN) battery and VR-COG scores

Task Type Pre
SYNWIN
Score

Post
SYNWIN
Score

SYNWIN
ΔScore

Pre
Memory

Post
Memory

ΔMemory Pre
Math

Post
Math

ΔMath Pre

Visual
monitoring

Post
Visual
monitoring

ΔVisual
monitoring

Total
Score

0.77** 0.56 0.16 0.22 0.66* 0.17 0.78** 0.55 0.13 -0.25 0.23 0.46

Navigation 0.67* 0.50 0.16 0.13 0.44 0.13 0.68* 0.49 0.14 0.00 0.28 0.20

Visual 0.49 0.20 -0.19 0.28 0.40 -0.05 0.48 0.18 -0.21 -0.40 0.15 0.58*

Calc&Mem 0.81** 0.71* 0.37 0.18 0.81** 0.31 0.83** 0.69* 0.33 -0.24 0.18 0.41

*p ≤ 0.05 (2-tailed); **p ≤ 0.001 (2-tailed); Calc&Mem calculation and memory

Predicting post-activity cognitive performance

A multiple linear regression was calculated to predict SYNWIN ΔScore based on the VR-COG tasks and the pre-activity CTT scores. A signi�cant regression
equation was found (F(5,6) = 6.24, p = 0.02, R2 = 0.84):

SYNWIN ΔScore = 1510.8–2.6*Navigation − 14.0*Visual + 5*Calc&Mem − 3.8*Pre CTTA -7.3*Pre CTTB

VR-COG visual (β = -0.98), VR-COG Calc&Mem (β = 0.93), and pre-activity CTTB (β = -0.66) were signi�cant predictors of multitasking performance, as re�ected
by SYNWIN ΔScore (p = 0.006, p = 0.009, and p = 0.04, respectively). Notably, higher SYNWIN ΔScore represents better post-activity scores as compared to pre-
activity scores. Thus, the predictive model showed that higher navigation and visual scores during activity were associated with smaller SYNWIN
improvement, and that better calculation and memory scores were associated with greater the post-activity SYNWIN scores. In addition, longer pre-activity
CTTA and CTTB execution times (i.e., worse performance) were associated with lower SYNWIN ΔScore (smaller improvement). To evaluate if prediction of
cognitive performance was affected by physical exhaustion, TTE score was added to the model. The addition of this component resulted in a non-signi�cant
model.

Secondary objective – Activity condition effects
Cognitive evaluation

Figure 5 presents the various CTT measures for all experimental conditions. CTTA score showed no signi�cant condition effect, but did show a signi�cant
time effect (F(1,11) = 7.65, p = 0.02), as the mean post-activity execution time, over conditions, was 5.2 ± 1.9 seconds shorter than the pre-activity execution time
(better performance). Post-hoc analysis showed that CTTA score improved by 6.1 ± 6.8 seconds (p = 0.003) in the rest condition but showed no signi�cant
improvement in the Phys and Phys + Cog conditions. CTTB score showed a signi�cant time effect (F(1,11) = 12.43, p = 0.005), as the mean post-activity
execution time, over conditions, was 4.9 ± 1.4 seconds shorter than the pre-activity execution time (better performance). Post-hoc analysis showed that CTTB

score improved by 7.7 ± 5.0 seconds (p = 0.002) in the rest condition but showed no signi�cant improvement in the Phys and Phys + Cog conditions. There
was a signi�cant Condition effect (F(1.66,18.3) = 4.8, p = 0.026), but post-hoc analysis showed no differences between conditions. Note that while not signi�cant
(p = 0.08), it seems that the added cognitive effort in the Phys + Cog condition tended to lessen the improvement in CTTB associated with physical effort alone
(51.03 ± 3.4 seconds). Similarly, evaluation of mean change over time for the three conditions in both CTT execution times (i.e., Δ CTTA and ΔCTTB) revealed
no signi�cant differences.

Figure 6 presents the SYNWIN composite scores for all three conditions, before and after activity. Only a signi�cant Time effect was found (F(1, 11) = 6.64, p = 
0.026). In all conditions, composite score tended to be higher post-activity than it was pre-activity (rest: 833 ± 255 vs. 878 ± 244 pts., Phys: 828 ± 200 vs. 885 ± 
189 pts., and Phys + Cog: 870 ± 177 vs. 889 ± 286 pts., respectively). However, post-hoc analysis showed no signi�cant time differences in each condition
separately.

Physical evaluation

As expected, both physical conditions elicited higher HR values than the rest condition (rest: 57 ± 2 bpm, Phys: 107 ± 8 bpm, Phys + Cog: 108 ± 8 bpm, p < 
0.0005). No signi�cant difference was found between HR values during both physical efforts. To evaluate fatigue responses to the different experimental
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conditions, times to subjective exhaustion during the TTE running test were compared. Due to a technical problem in one of the experiments, the TTE analysis
was based only on 11 participants. A signi�cant Condition effect was found (F(2, 20) = 3.76, p = 0.04). As expected, post-rest TTE tended to be higher than
post-activity TTE for the two exercise conditions (rest: 22.06 ± 3.34 minutes, Phys: 20.36 ± 5.13 minutes, Phys + Cog: 20.56 ± 4.95 minutes). However, post hoc
analysis showed no signi�cant differences between each two conditions. These results indicate that while both physical efforts caused a greater
physiological response, as indicated by the HR values, cognitive effort did not cause greater post-exercise fatigue. Pearson correlation analysis showed a
strong-negative correlation between HR during the two hours of physical activity and post-activity TTE score in the Phys and the Phys + Cog conditions (r =
-0.72, p = 0.019; r = -0.74, p = 0.015, respectively), but not in the rest condition. These �ndings indicate that participants who experienced higher heart rates (i.e.,
greater intensity) while walking, tended to reach physical fatigue earlier (reduced TTE).

Discussion
We describe a VR environment that was developed to validate a novel experimental protocol involving both physical and cognitive loads, the latter of which
was achieved using context-related cognitive tasks that could then be compared with ‘gold standard’ cognitive tasks. Using this protocol in an initial pilot
study, we assessed the effects of strenuous physical and cognitive activity on post-activity physical and cognitive performance. Our VR environment and
props simulated a military march incorporating cognitive tasks designed to mimic actual military tasks.

VR enables participants to experience situations under ecologically-valid but controlled conditions (16, 33). Special sceneries can be created for different
professionals re�ecting speci�c ecological elements associated with each profession’s requirements. Thus, behavioral responses studied under VR settings
are closely ‘faithful’ to the anticipated behavior in the daily natural settings, supporting the external validity of the VR based observations.

Tasks introduced during our protocol correlated with existing, validated cognitive tests, providing a more comprehensive and ecologically valid tool for
assessing physical and cognitive abilities. We believe that it can be customized to assess rescue personnel and athletes who are required to perform
combined intense physical and cognitive activities for extended periods of time.

Summary of main �ndings
Strong or moderate negative correlations were found between the VR-COG total, navigation, and visual task scores and CTTA scores (T1), while strong or
moderate positive correlations were found between all the VR-COG scores and at least one of the SYNWIN component scores. These �ndings support the
feasibility of alternative context-related VR-based testing schemes that measure cognitive constructs common to traditional, validated tests. Together, the VR-
COG and CTT scores successfully predicted the effects of combined physical and cognitive load on multitasking performance, as re�ected by the change in
SYNWIN performance.

The secondary objective of the study was to compare the two activity conditions, to determine the added effect of cognitive activity. Physical activity was
found to elicit some physiological exhaustion compared to the rest condition, as expressed by the TTE test results. However, adding a cognitive load did not
cause an additional change in TTE score.

Regards the comparison between pre-activity and post-activity cognitive assessments, it appeared that learning effects overshadowed any potential effect of
activity condition (i.e., physical and cognitive versus physical alone), as the SYNWIN and CTT outcome measures showed no condition effects but did show
signi�cant time effects, indicating better performance in the post-activity than the pre-activity assessments. The one exception was the condition effect found
for CTTB, suggesting better performance after activity than after rest.

Validation of the ecological VR environment
Our VR application was designed to assess performance on various cognitive demands expected from high performance professionals such as soldiers,
rescue personnel, and athletes, including sustained attention, visual perception, and integration of information from multiple sources. The application is
unique in allowing evaluation of these cognitive abilities during exercise.

We found a strong correlation between VR-COG total score and CTTA (Table 1). Shorter CTTA execution time indicates better visuo-perceptual performance.
The fact that the navigation and visual sub-tasks, but not the Calc&Mem sub-task, contributed to this correlation supports our assertion that these sub-tasks
primarily evaluate visuo-perceptual abilities (23, 31).

Interestingly, the navigation sub-task was also correlated with pre-activity CTTB, most likely because both require decision-making based on visual input. The
CTTB test involves, for example, divided attention, cognitive alternation, and inhibition control. These abilities are also tapped during the navigation task, in
which participants must scan their environment and make decisions based on a particular landmark. In contrast, the Calc&Mem sub-task involves cognitive
functions, such as mathematical calculations, that are not involved in CTT performance.

These �ndings were corroborated by the correlations between the VR-COG measures and the SYNWIN test (Table 2). While the VR-COG total score and
navigation and Calc&Mem sub-tasks were correlated with SYNWIN total score and other sub-tasks, VR-COG visual score was correlated only to the visual
monitoring task, which relies on a speci�c, similar cognitive ability. It is noteworthy that the SYNWIN battery was designed to evaluate multitasking, as
different sub-tasks are presented simultaneously. It appears that this effect was achieved more ecologically and naturally using our new VR application.
Immersion in the VR environment, continually changing visual content, and tasks presented over a relatively longer time period inherently enable the VR-COG
to assess multitasking ability.
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While exerting themselves physically in the VR environment, participants were required to process and memorize information from multiple sources until they
were required to report about it. In the meanwhile, they performed other cognitive tasks (i.e., navigation and calculation). Thus, working memory was required
in all the VR-COG tasks. Indeed, strong relationships between working memory and multitasking have been documented in the past (34, 35), and speci�cally
working memory was found related to the performance on the SYNWIN battery (34).

Predicting post-activity cognitive performance
To evaluate the combined effect of physical and cognitive load on cognitive performance, we chose the SYNWIN ΔScore as our examination parameter (see
Eq. 1). Our �ndings con�rm the feasibility of quantifying predicted effects on cognitive performance based on the VR-COG battery and CTTB (which have
similarities).

The effect of strenuous marching and simultaneous cognitive load on cognitive
performance
Cognitive performance as assessed by the CTT and SYNWIN tests was not affected by either exercise protocol, while CTT scores alone improved following the
rest condition, possibly due to a learning effect (Fig. 5). While improvement was recorded in the post-activity SYNWIN assessment, as compared to the pre-
activity assessment, the effect was not statistically signi�cant (Fig. 6). Post hoc analysis showed that the visits order did not have any effect on the
participants’ results. Based on this and on the fact that we took the measure of acclimatizing the participant to the SYNWIN battery (i.e., several trials prior to
the start of the protocol; see Methods), we rule out that the post-pre comparison was affected by learning.

In attempting to explain the lack of condition effects, we address aerobic �tness, timing of cognitive evaluation, and exercise duration. Participants recruited
for this study presented high aerobic �tness (high VO2max), which made the physical load exercise intensity to be light to moderate for them (~ 50% of
VO2max). It has previously been shown that exercise of light to moderate intensity has no appreciable effects on cognition. Moreover, athletes are generally
not expected to present with cognitive changes during exercise of any intensity, while less �t participants have shown better cognitive performance after
moderate, but not light, exercise (4, 36, 37).

Regarding the timing of evaluation, it has been suggested that a 0-10-minute break following a single bout of exercise will not cause improvement in cognitive
functions, while a break longer than 11 minutes might lead to signi�cant improvement (38, 39). In our experiment, cognitive assessment was performed
directly after the physical activity.

Another prominent factor potentially affecting the relationship between exercise and cognitive performance is exercise duration. It has been propose that
exercise durations greater than one hour are needed to signi�cant effect cognitive performance, due to fatigue (5, 40). While our protocol lasted two hours,
given our participants’ �tness level, it was apparently not enough to evoke signi�cant fatigue.

It should be noted, however, that for some participants, the combined cognitive and physical load tended to lower cognitive performance, while for others it
appeared to cause some degree of improvement. Further research is needed to address potential variance in response to this kind of activity (i.e., combined
cognitive and physical load).

Limitations and future directions
We did not assess the extent to which VR simulation create high cognitive load during the march. This can be accomplished by evaluating effects on gait and
on autonomic nervous system responses. In real-world military scenarios, soldiers experience cognitive load while in stressful environments. Therefore, the
interaction between exercise and cognitive performance among armed forces should also be evaluated in extreme scenarios with a greater number of
stressors, to more closely represent real �eld conditions. In this regard, both VR applications and potential real world scenarios should be adapted to different
high-performance professional contexts. For example, a VR-COG battery designed for �re�ghters should contain elements found in their professional
environment.

Finally, while suitable for our goal of a pilot feasibility and validation study, the sample size was too small to draw solid conclusions about the effects on
cognitive performance of physical exercise alone and in combination with cognitive load. In particular, to delineate different type of ‘responders’ to the
exposures, i.e., those who show improvements vs. those who show decline in the post activity evaluations. It is also noted that the VR-COG approach can
potentially assess changes in cognitive performance during physical stress.

Conclusions
Large scale VR-based applications provide highly immersive environments and controlled platforms for simulating scenarios experienced by high-
performance professionals. The present work focused on military-oriented tasks.

The study established a setup for assessing the combined effects of physical and cognitive effort on later physical and cognitive performance, thereby
contributing to existing knowledge regarding motor-cognitive interactions. In particular, the VR-COG approach can potentially assess changes in cognitive
performance under physically stressful conditions, as the tests are presented during activity. The proposed application can be used to screen high-
performance professionals.
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Abbreviations
CAREN
Computer Assisted Rehabilitation Environment
CATR
Center of Advanced Technologies in Rehabilitation
CTT
Color Trail Test; HR - heart rate
Phys
activity condition with physical load only
Phys + Cog
activity condition with simultaneous physical and cognitive load
SYNWIN
The Synthetic Work Environment computerized test battery
SD
standard deviation
TMT
Trail Making Test
TTE
Time to Exhaustion test
VR
Virtual reality
VR-COG
cognitive tasks in virtual reality settings
VRE
VR environment
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Supplemental File Legends
 Supplementary File 1

Section 1 – Load carrying conditions

Military backpack (MB): A standard 90L military backpack (Lowe Alpine, UK) was used. To achieve maximal homogeneous load distribution, we used plastic
water packs. Most of the weight was placed in the central compartment of the backpack (located close to the participant's back), as packing heavy items high
in the backpack could be the most energy-e�cient method of carrying a load on the back (1). After loading the backpack with a weight equal to 30% of the
participant's bodyweight, it was adjusted according to the participant's height and the straps (waist and shoulder) were adjusted to maximize subjective
comfort. A load of 30% of body weight was used because it is the normative load carried by most soldiers according to current Israel Defense Force (IDF)
guidelines.

Section 2 – VO2max

We followed a conventional procedure for evaluating aerobic ability. Maximal oxygen uptake (VO2max, ml/kg/min) was measured using a continuous uphill
stepwise treadmill modi�ed Bruce protocol (2), using a metabolic system (CPET ZAN600, nSPIRE). Oxygen uptake was measured using a breath-by-breath
mask with a ZAN 600 ergo test system (ZAN Messgeräte GmbH, Oberthulba, Germany). The protocol consists of a 5-minute resting period followed by 5
minutes of warm-up walking at 5 km/h and 2% grade (using a treadmill). Then, speed is increased to 9km/h, and then by 1 km/h every 2 minutes until
volitional fatigue. After reaching maximal capacity, the participant continues walking for 3 minutes for active recovery and then rests until reaching full
physiological recovery.

References:

1. Stuemp�e KJ, Drury DG, Wilson AL. Effect of load position on physiological and perceptual responses during load carriage with an internal frame
backpack. Journal of Ergonomics. 2004; 45(7):784-789.

2. Bruce R. Multi-stage treadmill test of submaximal and maximal exercise. Exercise testing and training of apparently healthy individuals: a handbook for
physicians. 1972:32-4.

Supplementary File 2

The video shows an example of one participant in protocol setup preforming the physical activity condition. Ten Km march in simulated hilly Mediterranean
terrain with nearby and distant villages with changing slopes. Participants were secured to the system in a manner that did not limit their mobility or cause
discomfort. They walked while carrying a backpack weighing 30% of their body weight.

Supplementary File 3

The video demonstrates all VR based cognitive tasks that were introduced to the participants during the Physical and Cognitive activity conditions.

Figures
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Figure 1

The Computer Assisted Rehabilitation Environment (CAREN) is a fully immersive virtual reality system with a 6 degrees of freedom moveable platform,
synchronized with virtual visual scenery projected over a 360° dome-shaped screen. A treadmill is embedded in the platform and its speed is synchronized
with the visual �ow. A surround sound system provides auditory stimuli congruent with the scenery. A motion capture system (Vicon) and set of force plates in
the treadmill provide performance data. In the current study, participants walked while carrying a backpack weighing 30% of their body weight, and were safely
secured to the system during the entire march. A bag of drinking water was available (hung on the upper right side of the metal frame).
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Figure 2

A. Schematic map of the march route. B. Example of a well and barrels (marked with red circles) marking the �rst turn.
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Figure 3

Examples of the visual elements for detection during the march. A. A typical Mediterranean village. B. Steel �gure targets. C. Fighter jets with a compass rose.
D. armored �ghting vehicle (‘tank’).
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Figure 4

Correlation analysis (Pearson) between the Synthetic Work Environment (SYNWIN) math score and the VR-COG Calc&Mem score. Due to the relatively discrete
nature of the values, we also conducted Spearman correlation analysis and found signi�cant correlations (Spearman roh = 0.87, p < 0.001).
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Figure 5

Pre-activity and post-activity CTTA (A) and CTTB (B) scores for all experimental conditions; *p < 0.05.
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Figure 6

Pre-activity and post-activity SYNWIN composite scores for all experimental conditions.
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